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1 INTRODUCTION  

The morphological characteristics of most of the 
natural watercourses are strongly influenced by 
the presence and by the typology of vegetation 
along the stream, by vegetation density, flexibility 
and degree of submergence (Nepf, 1999; Kouwen 
& Fathi-Moghadam, 2000; Righetti & Armanini, 
2002; Armanini et al., 2005). 

Plants exert a strong influence primarily on the 
resistance to the flow, but they influence also the 
mechanism of sediment entrainment and sediment 
transport, because their presence in the flow re-
duces the bed shear stress and modifies the turbu-
lence field. Vegetation modifies the structure of 
the flow field especially close to the bed. The 
straining of motion due to presence of  stems and 
the turbulent wake they generate, significantly af-
fect the turbulent dynamics. Stagnation zones al-
ternate with high velocity and high shear regions 
and the turbulent vertical momentum fluxes from 
and towards the bed are substantially modified 
with respect to the vegetation free conditions 
(Righetti, 2008). Therefore bed particles entrain-
ment and transport is strongly affected by plants 
presence.  

A general formulation able to link the flow pa-
rameters to the main characteristics of vegetation 
is still far to be known, despite the fact that there 
is a huge amount of theoretical models and ex-
perimental data on hydrodynamics of plants and 
on velocity flow field and turbulence characteris-
tics in vegetated channels. Most of theoretical and 
experimental studies (Freeman et al., 2006; Ishi-
kawa et al., 2000; James et al., 2004; Järvelä, 
2004; Lindner, 1982) on flow resistance in vege-
tated channels are focused on the definition of a 
friction coefficient which can account for the 
plants drag and a few of them also for the bed 
shear stress suitable for uniform flow formulations 
(that is relationships among slope, velocity and 
flow depth). 

The interaction between vegetation and sedi-
ment transport is rarely studied; nowadays there is 
still a lack of theoretical approaches and of ex-
perimental data in the literature on this topic. The 
majority of the rare studies on these problems are 
based on partitioning the total resistance into 
vegetation resistance and the bed resistance in or-
der to estimate the sediment transport in vegetated 
beds (e.g. Lòpez & Garcìa, 2001; Baptist, 2003; 
Negrassus, 1995; Furukawa et al., 1997; Wu et 
al., 2005).  
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2 SEDIMENT TRANSPORT IN VEGETATED 
STREAMS 

The original theory of H.A.Einstein’s (Einstein, 
1950) for the evaluation of bed load in a stream 
was revised by Armanini et al. (Armanini et al., 
2010) to account for the effect of the presence of 
vegetation on sediment transport rate. 

The modification of Einstein’s formulation is 
based on the idea that vegetation reduces the ac-
tive surface for sediment entrainment and affects 
substantially the velocity scale of the sediment 
transport process. The formulation proposed by 
these authors is: 
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where dgdqs ΔΦ /= is the Einstein’s dimen-
sionless sediment transport rate. ( ) ρρρΔ /−= s  
is the relative submerged density of the sedi-
ments. totpv AA=Ω represents the density of ve-
getation, that is the ratio between the horizontal 
cross section of plants, pA , and the related total 
wetted area of the wall totA . 

oBA ηand, 1*1* are three constants, similar to the 
respective Einstein constants, for which Armanini 
and coworkers (Armanini et al., 2010) found the 
following set of values: 

151* =A ; 214.01* =B  ; 5.0=oη    (2) 

The original flow intensity parameter ψ (the 
inverse of Shields mobility parameter) is here 
modified to account for the possible influence of 
vegetation on the flow field: 

vDv fg
u

dg
2

*

Δψ =   (3) 

vf  is a suitable function of density and relative 
size of vegetation, accounting for the effect of ve-
getation on the sediment transport velocity scale. 

Dg  is a function of the characteristic diame-
ter ( ) 3/12

* νΔgdD = , accounting for the possible 
influence of viscosity (particle Reynolds number) 
on the transport rate.  

For these two functions the same authors pro-

posed the following expressions: 
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Equation (1), with the constants in equation (2) 

and the functions in equation (4) was checked on 

a large number of experimental data obtained in a 

laboratory channel under different vegetation ar-

rangements and dimension and different grain size 

and grain density (Figure 1). 
One of the most relevant differences between 

Einstein’s original formulation and eq. (1) is that 
in this last equation the shear velocity *u appear-
ing in the flow intensity parameter  is calculated 
respect to global resistance of the flow, including 
the resistance induced by the bed forms and the 
drag of vegetation, while in Einstein’s original 
formulation ρτ '

* ou = is the shear velocity re-
levant to the grain shear stress '

oτ . 
In no-vegetated channels, in fact, the total 

stress 0τ  can be expressed as sum of the grain 
stress '0τ  and the bed forms effects ''0τ : 

''' 000 τττ +=  (5) 

Eq. (5) can be expressed in terms of mobility 

parameters: 

''' θθθ +=  (6) 

whereθ  is the Shield parameter defined as: 
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Engelund (1966) demonstrated that the grain 
parameter of mobility, 'θ , depends only on the to-
tal mobility, θ , that is ( )θθ fct=' . This fact per-
mits to express the sediment transport rate as a 
function of the total mobility parameter (total bed 
shear stress). 

In presence of vegetation, especially in the case 
of a densely vegetated bed, the grain resistance is 
often negligible and the sediment transport rate is 
strongly influenced by the vegetation, for this rea-
son it is necessary to make reference to the total 
mobility parameter θ  (or to the total flow intensi-
ty parameter θΨ 1= ). 

In this paper we will present a method with 
which to calculate the global resistance, that is the 
total flow intensity parameter to insert into the se-
diment transport formula (equation 1) and the re-
levant experimental verification set up in a labora-
tory channel under clear water condition and 
sediment transport condition. 
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3 THE PROBLEM OF THE DEFINITION OF 
THE RESISTANCE 

The global resistance in vegetated channels is due 
to the contribution of different effects: the grain 
roughness, the bed forms stress and the drag resis-
tance exerted by the vegetation. 

Figure 2 Image of the bed forms in the mobile vegetated 
bed. 

In this first approach of the problem of total re-
sistance, the roughness due to the possible pres-
ence of bed forms was not considered. In fact, we 
have observed in almost all the test the formation 
of a dune like bed forms directly related with the 
arrangement of vegetation (Figure 2). 

The validity of the hypothesis of neglecting the 
contribution of bed forms resistance respect to the 
global resistance will be verified at the end of the 
present analysis. 

We write now the longitudinal momentum bal-
ance in a control volume of a vegetated channel 
(Figure 3), long enough to include a considerable 
number of plants. In uniform flow condition the 
balance is reduced to the balance of the forces: 
gravity force, wall resistance and drag resistance 
of the plants. 

 
Figure 3 Sketch of the forces on the control volume and 
symbols. 

The component of the gravity force in longitu-
dinal direction is: 

( ) bv igLBhW Ωρ −= 1  (8) 
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Figure 1 Experimental data of sediment transport rate 
compared to equation (1) calculated according to the 
functions  (4) and to the constants (equations 2 -
continuous line) (Armanini et al., 2010).  
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where bi  is the slope of the bed and B and h the 
width and the depth of the flow. L is the length of 
the control volume. 
The bed resistance due to the grain stress is: 

( )vb BLR Ω−= 1'0τ  (9) 

The grain stress, '

oτ , in eq. (9) can be evaluated 
using one of the classical uniform flow formula-
tion as a function of the average velocity U (Eins-
tein & Banks, 1950; Li & Shen, 1973; Petryk & 
Bosmajian, 1975; Lindner, 1982; Pasche & 
Rouvè, 1985; Righetti & Armanini, 1998; Dit-
trich, 1998). By adopting the Gauckler-Strickler 
formula (Gauckler, 1867), we have: 
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where bsk ,  [ 13/1 −TL ] is a suitable roughness coef-
ficient and hR  is the hydraulic radius. In Eq. (9) 
the factor ( )vBL Ω−1  is the area interested by the 
wall stress, which coincides with the reduced area 
interested by sediment entrainment. 

With regard to the plants, it is possible to ex-
press the resistance jpR ,  offered by a single plant 
as a function of a drag coefficient DpC , the vertical 
cross section of the submerged part of the plant 

jpA ,  and the average flow velocity: 
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The balance of the forces acting in the longitudin-
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where pn is the number of plants in the control vo-
lume. 

In eq. (12) the representative parameter of the 
resistance due to vegetation is the drag coefficient, 

DpC . For this reason this paper is focused on the 
definition and determination of this coefficient.   

4 EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION 

A series of experiments was carried out in a rec-
tangular flume 15 m long and 0.50 m wide. The 
sidewalls and the bottom of the flume were made 
of glass. Vegetation was simulated by two types 
of cylindrical elements: aluminum stems whose 
average diameter was 1 cm, and rigid plastic 
stems whose average diameter was 3 cm; both 
types of cylinders were inserted into the channel 
bottom and in all the experiments they emerged 

from the free surface. Plants were modeled with 
different staggered configurations.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4.  Flume partition: three zones with elements in 
staggered configuration and a downstream zone without cy-
lindrical elements. A) reach with dense configuration, B) 
reach with intermediate density, C) reach with sparse confi-
guration, D) vegetation-free reach. 

The total flume was partitioned into four zones 
(Figure 4), each of which had different density 
and configuration of elements ( 

Figure 5).  The downstream final reach of the 

flume (D in Figure 4) was kept free of plants in 

order to have also undisturbed flow for each feed-

ing condition. 
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Figure 5 The three different configurations used for experi-
ments and the distances between two adjacent elements.  A) 
reach with dense configuration: density=200 plants/m2, in-
fluenced area=50 cm2; B) reach with intermediate density: 
density=93.33 plants/m2, influenced area=107.14 cm2; C) 
reach with sparse configuration density=50 plants/m2, in-
fluenced area=200 cm2. 

In the mobile bed tests the channel was fed 
with constant liquid discharge and constant sedi-
ment transport rate in each test. In this case the 
duration of tests was long enough to reach the 
steady condition for all the parameters, local bed 
elevation included.  

It is important to underline that, because the 
liquid and solid discharges were kept constant in 
time, when the stationary condition along the 
flume was attained, in each partition of the chan-
nel the uniform flow condition was established. 
This assumption can be easily demonstrated by 
considering the continuity equations of solid (Ex-
ner equation) and of liquid phases (or of the total 
mass) integrated along the depth in a prismatic 
channel with constant stems density and arrange-
ment, and imposing steady condition. That is: 
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∂
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and: 
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where (Figure 6), h  is the water depth, U is the 
mean velocity of the flow, bz  is the bed elevation, 
C  is the depth averaged concentration, sq is the 
sediment transport rate and p  is the porosity of 
the bed. 

From the condition of steady flow, we have 

0≡
∂
∂
t

 everywhere along the flume, and the eqs. 

(13) and (14) become:  
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x
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Assuming for the solid transport rate a formu-
lation of general validity, in which the solid dis-
charge depends on the velocity and on the water 
depth, if density and arrangement of vegetation is 
constant (as it is along each partition), we have: 

( )hUqq ss ,=  (17) 

By differentiating eq. (17) and substituting it 
into eq (16) and this into eq. (15) we obtain: 
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For 0≠≠ hU , the only possible solution is the 
uniform flow condition, that is: 
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Uniform flow in this case must be intended re-
spect to a length scale containing a sufficient 
number of stems, in practice a length of order of 
the flow depth.  

Because of the change in the density of the 
stems, the flow condition is different in each parti-
tion. In according with the shallow water approx-
imation, between each partition and the next one a 
step in the bed and a step in the free surface 
should allow the transition from a uniform condi-
tion to the next one (Figure 6). 

In real case, the step is substituted by a gradual 
variation of the bed, which regards a small strip in 
proximity of the section of change in plant densi-
ty. 

Finally, the experimental investigation has con-
firmed the existence of a uniform flow all along 
the length of each partition, except in a small strip 

just a few centimeters long, near to the transitions 
between two consecutive partitions. 

 

Figure 6 sketch of the bed and free surface behaviour on 
each one of the four partitions of the flume: the figure in not 
in scale. 

This configuration is particularly convenient, 
because the duration of each test is quite long, and 
the possibility to analyze four different conditions 
with only one test has allowed to considerably re-
duce the duration of the experimental investiga-
tion, without losing accuracy. 

The values of water depth and of the slopes of 
the free surface and of the bed in each reach were 
measured together with the values of the liquid 
and solid discharges. With these parameters the 
Einstein’s parameters Φ  and vΨ  were calculated 
for each test in each of the four reaches of the 
flume, including the one without vegetation. 

Generally, the water surface and the bed eleva-
tion was measured, using a pointer gauge, in a 
sufficient large number of points along each 
reach.  

Then, to obtain the slopes, the data were fitted 
with least-squares linear regression, while the wa-
ter depths were calculated as double averaging 
quantities. As far concern the accuracy in the free 
surface slopes measurements, in the case of more 
difficult measurements (for example very small 
values), also piezometers were used to confirm the 
first results. 

Two different types of experiments were car-
ried out. The first one in sediment transport condi-
tion and mobile bed. The second one using the 
flume with fixed bed and clear water.  

With these parameters it is also possible to cal-
culate indirectly the value of the drag coeffi-
cient DpC , as we will better explain in the course 
of the paper. 

In the second type of tests, the one without se-
diment transport, the bed was kept fixed with the 
same roughness of the mobile bed tests and the 
uniform flow was obtained imposing the same wa-
ter depth and the same slope as in the correspond-
ing mobile bed tests.  
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Figure 7 Schematic draw of the load cell fixed to the cylind-
ers in the second type of experiments (direct measurement 
of the drag coefficient of the stems). 

In this case the value of the drag coefficient 
was obtained through direct measurements of the 
drag force on the cylinders. The measurements 
were made with a load cell attached to two rows 
of cylinders (Figure 7). At each load cell were at-
tached at least five stems. The stems were lifted a 
few millimeters over the bed so that the load cells 
measured the total drag force. 

5 DRAG COEFFICIENT 

As already prefaced, the methods to evaluate the 
drag coefficient in the two arrangements of the 
experiments were different.  

In the experiments with mobile bed, the equa-
tion for calculating DpC  was derived by eq. (12). 
The number pn of the plants in the control area 
BL  can be expressed as a function of the density 

vΩ  and of the diameter pd  of the stems: 

v

p

p
d

BL
n Ω

π 2

4
=  (20) 

Besides, the vertical cross section of the plants 

jrA ,  is:   

hdA pjr =,  (21) 

In eqs. (10) and (12) the value of the Gauckler-
Strickler coefficient for the bed roughness bsk ,  
can be evaluated using one of the empirical for-
mula as a function of the characteristic diameter 
of the grain, for example 50d  (Strickler, 1923),: 
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From equation (12), in which we have as-
sumed hRh ≅ , and from equations (20-22), it is 
possible to express the drag coefficient as an ex-
plicit function of the experimental data: 
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in which ( )hBQU vΩ−= 1  is the average ve-
locity. 

In the second type of experiments, instead, the 
value of the drag coefficient has been obtained di-
rectly, using the measurement of the force and the 
expression in eqs. (11) and (21) 

5.1 Analysis of the results 

We are expecting that the drag coefficient DpC  
depends on Reynolds number relevant to the sin-
gle plant μρ pp UdRe = , on the relative dimen-
sion of the stems hd p  and on the stems density 

vΩ .  
In the following graphs (Fehler! Verweisquel-

le konnte nicht gefunden werden.8  and Fehler! 
Verweisquelle konnte nicht gefunden werden.9) 
we plotted DpC  versus plants Reynolds number 
for different values of the plant density vΩ , ac-
cording the two different measurement proce-
dures. 

As emerges from the figures 8 and 9 the drag 
coefficient, as expected, is independent of the 
Reynolds number if this is not too small 
( 80006000 ~Rep > ), but it depends primarily on 
the density of vegetation. 

Moreover the drag coefficients measured and 
valuated with the two methods are substantially 
coincident.  

This means that the original assumption of neg-
lecting the bed forms is consistent with the results 
but also that the method here adopted to evaluate 
the grain roughness coefficient is correct, or that it 
is consistent with the other assumptions. 

In Figure 8 and Fehler! Verweisquelle konnte 
nicht gefunden werden.9, also the confidence in-
terval of each value is reported. It represents the 
uncertainties in the measurements due to the com-
bination of instrumental and systematic errors. 

In the direct measurements in particular, the 
uncertainties are due to the combination of the in-
strumental errors and the errors related to (small) 
fluctuations of the cylinders induced by the turbu-
lence, due to the fact that the cylinders are not 
completely rigid. 

In the indirect measurements, the instrumental 
errors (pointer gauge and discharge) are combined 
with the uncertainties related to the calculation of  
the water depth and of the slope. 

In the direct measurements the uncertainties 
are smaller than in the case of indirect measure-
ments. This difference is due mainly to two rea-
sons: firstly because the errors considered in the 
indirect measurements are, to a great extent, lar-
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ger. In particular in the indirect measurements the 
 
errors exerting the major influence on the results 
are the ones associated with slopes and water 
depths. Whereas in the direct measurements the 
instrumental uncertainties are smaller that the oth-
ers.  

Figure 8 Value of the drag coefficient measured according 
the two procedures versus Reynolds number for different 
stems density and stems diameters. In indirect measurement 
the drag coefficient is calculated trough the global forces 
balance, in the direct measurements the drag coefficient is 
derived by the direct measurement of the drag force on a 
single plant. 

Secondly, due to the propagation of errors, in 
the direct measurements the total error of the drag 
coefficient is given by the combination of a lower 
number of errors. 

Moreover, the errors at low Reynolds number 
are larger, both in the indirect and direct proce-

dures. This effect is mainly due to the error in the 
slope measure, which increases significantly when  
the slope decreases and consequently also when 
the Reynolds number decreases. To some extent, 
however, the errors in this range of Reynolds 
numbers is not important in a natural context, 
where usually the Reynolds numbers do not as-
sume the smaller value considered in the data. 

Figure 9 Value of the drag coefficient measured according 
the two procedures versus Reynolds number for different 
stems density and stems diameters. In indirect measurement 
the drag coefficient is calculated trough the global forces 
balance, in the direct measurements the drag coefficient is 
derived by the direct measurement of the drag force on a 
single plant. 

Within the confidence interval of all the possi-
ble errors, the assumption made on the possibility 
of neglecting the resistance of the bed form, re-
sults to be acceptable. 
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6 CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, we faced the problem of the resis-
tance exerted by the plants on the flow in a vege-
tated river. Knowledge of global resistance as a 
function to the flow characteristics is aimed at de-
veloping an expression for the sediment transport 
rate in vegetated riverbeds. 

The evaluation of the resistance is obtained 
through the experimental analysis of the drag 
coefficient of a stem belonging to an array of cy-
linders in a laboratory channel. 

We adopted two different methods to calculate 
the drag coefficient:  through the direct measure-
ment of the drag forces and considering the bal-
ance of forces in a control volume of the channel 
(indirect measurements). In this last method, the 
effects due to the bed forms have not been consi-
dered. 

The results obtained by the two different me-
thods were compared. The drag coefficients were 
reported as a function of the Reynolds number of 
the plants and of the densities of vegetation. We 
did not consider in this approach the effect of rela-
tive grain size of the sediments and the relative 
diameters of the stems. The comparison of the da-
ta demonstrates that the data obtained with direct 
and indirect measurements are in good agreement 
and consequently that is possible to neglect the ef-
fects of bed forms in the momentum balance. 
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